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Evidencing need
You will need to demonstrate how you know the unmet need exists and will 

have to provide some recent and relevant evidence. This can come from a 

combination of sources, such as:

• asking people with experience of the need

• your own experience, or what you have seen

• research into the scale of the need

• local statistics about the population in the area or levels of 

deprivation (such as from the census or other more recent surveys) 

or other statistics

• local authority initiatives or partnership strategies between statutory 

and voluntary sector services that are in place because the need is 

already well known and evidenced.

https://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/funding/funding-guidance/applying-for-funding/identifying-need/evidencing-need#
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Fingertips – Public Health Profiles - http://fingertips.phe.org.uk/
Indicators across a range of health and wellbeing themes that has been designed to support JSNA and commissioning to improve 
health and wellbeing, and reduce inequalities.

London DataStore - http://data.london.gov.uk/
The London Datastore is an initiative by the Greater London Authority (GLA) to release as much of the data that it holds as 
possible.

NOMIS - https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/
Nomis is a service provided by the Office for National Statistics, ONS, to give you free access to the most detailed and up-to-date 
UK labour market statistics from official sources.

ONS - http://www.ons.gov.uk/
Statistics related to the economy, population and society at national, regional and local levels. 

Neighbourhood Statistics - http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/
Census 2011 - http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/census/

GOV.UK - https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics
Statistics from various central government departments

Met Police - http://www.met.police.uk/crimefigures/
Monthly London figures for reported crime

London Poverty Profile - http://www.londonspovertyprofile.org.uk/
A set of 'indicators' that test how well London is tackling poverty and inequality.
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